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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
2003-2004' 
FACULTY SENATE SUMMARIZED MINUTES 
VOLUME 30 
August26,2003 
NEXT MEETING: September 23, 2003 
The Faculty Senate meeting was called to order at 3:04 p.m. in the Roberts Room, Scholes Hall, Room 230. Senate 
President Beverly Burris presided. 
1. Approval of the Agenda (Action: Approved) 
2. Approval of the Summarized Minutes for March 25, 2003 (Action: Approved) 
3. Memorial Minute for Professor Lee Francis (Action: Adopted) 
4. President Garcia Recognition Plague 
President Garcia was honored by the Faculty Senate with a plaque for all of his support 
5. Presidents Report (Information) 
See summarized minutes 
6. Provost Report (Information) 
See summarized minutes 
7. Faculty Senate President's Report (Information) 
See summarized minutes 
8. April Faculty Senate Committee Appointments (Action: Approved) 
(See summarized minutes for list of approved appointments). 
9. Summer 2003 Degree Candidates List (Action: Approved) 
10. Adjournment-The meeting adjourned at 5:10p.m. 
COMPLETE SUMMARIZED MINUTES ARE AVAILABLE THROUGH THE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, SCHOLES 
101 (277-4664) OR ATJl.ttP-://www.unm.edu/~facsen/minutes 
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The University of New Mexico, 3:00 to 5:00pm 
AGENDA TOPICS 
1 . Approval of Agenda 
2. Acceptance of the Summarized Minutes 
3. Memorial Minute for Professor Lee Francis 
4. President's Report 
5. Provost's Report 
6. Faculty Senate President's Report 
CONSENT AGENDA TOPICS 
7. Au ust Facult Senate Committee A ointments 
8. Approval of Degree Candidates for Summer 2003 
DISCUSSION AGENDA TOPICS 
9. Project Link Report 
10. Faculty Handbook Update 
11. Current Bud et PresenJ_a tion 
12. New Business 
13. Adjournment 
NOTES: 
TYPE OF ITEMS/ 
PRESENTER{S) 
Action 
Acceptance 
Action 
Information 
Louis Caldera 
Information 
Brian Foster 
Information 
Beverly Burris 
Action 
Beverly Burris 
Action 
Beverly Burris 
Information 
Laurie Schatzberg 
Information 
Governance Committee 
Information 
Julie Weaks 
Information 
1. All faculty are invited to attend Faculty Senate meetings. 
2. Full agenda packets are available at http://www.unm.edu/~facsen/ 
3. All information pertaining to the Faculty Senate can be found at 
http://www.unm.edu/~facsen/ 
4. Questions should be directed to the Office of the Secretary, Scholes 101, 
277-4664 
5. Information found in agenda packets is in draft form only and may not be 
used for quotes or dissemination of information until approved by the 
Faculty Senate. 
• t 
Fc1culty Sernate Summari£@d Mimutes 
2002-2003 Faculty Senate 
March 25, 2003 
The Faculty Senate meeting for March 25, 2003, was called to order at 3:02 p.m., in the Roberts Room, Scholes Hall, 
Room 230. Senate President Beverly Burris presided. 
Senators present: Bazan Romero (American Studies), Robert Leonard (Anthropology), Richard Cripps (Biology), Judith 
Hendry (Communication & Journalism), Barry Kues (Earth & Planetary Sciences), Anita Obermeier (English), Byron 
Lindsey (Foreign Langs & Lits), Terry Loring (Mathematics & Statistics), Lisa Broidy (Sociology), Thomas Wadsworth 
(Sociology), Margo Milleret (Spanish & Portiguese), Susan Rivera (Spanish & Portuguese), Bopanna Ballachanda 
(Speech & Hearing Sciences), John Schatzberg (Anderson Schools of Management), Avraham Shama (Anderson 
Schools of Management), Stephen Preskill (Ed Leadership & Org Learning), Harry Llull (Gen Lib-Public Svcs), Richard 
Meyer (Language Lit & Socio Studies), Steven Block (Music), Gregory Gleason (Pplitical Science), Beverly Burris 
(Sociology), Virginia Shipman (lndiv Fam & Comm Education), Donald Zancanella (Language Lit & Socio Studies), Nancy 
Lough (Physical Perf & Dev), Plamen Atanassov (Chemical & Nuclear Engineering), Koon Meng Chua (Civil Engineering), 
Christopher Smith (Electrial & Comp Enginnering), Nader Ebrahimi (Mechanical Engineering), Paula Watt (Gallup 
Campus), Sever Bordeianu (Gen bil-Collect & Tech), Dennis Davies-Wilson (Los Alamos Campos), Robert Orlando 
(Biochemistry & Molecular Biol), Sherry Rogers (Cell Biology & Physiology), Kerrie Seeger (Family & Comm Medicine), 
Richard Carr (Health Science Library & Inform), David V. Gonzales (Internal Medicine), Nancy Greger (Pediatrics), 
Sandra Whisler (Pediatrics), Roberta Rehm (Nursing), Gireesh Gupchup (College of Pharmacy), Mario Rivera (Public 
Administration), Ed Desantis (University College). 
Senators attending a portion of the meeting: Sherri Burr (School of Law), John Scariano (Pathology). 
Senators absent: Janet Patterson (Speech & Hearing Science), Teresa Cordova (Architecture & Planning), Gregory 
Cajete (Language Lit & Socio), Gordon Kennedy (Theatre & Dance), Connie Casebolt (Bus Mngmt & Technology), 
Carolyn Voss (Internal Medicine), Scott Ness (Molecular Gen & Microbiology), James Wallace (Neurosciences), Laurence 
Cole (Obstetrics & Gynecology), Meggan Zsemlye (Obstetrics & Gynecology), Robert Schenck (Orthopaedics & Rehab), 
Frances Craig (Emergency Medicine), Fred Hashimoto (Internal Medicine), Stuart Winter (Pediatrics), Toni Black 
(Valencia Campus). 
Excused absences: William Bramble (Ed Leadership & Org Lng). 
Guests present: Richard Hermann (Music). 
1. APPROVAL OF THE AGENDA 
A motion and second was given for approval of the agenda. The motion was approved by unanimous voice vote. 
2. APPROVAL OF SUMMARIZED MINUTES FOR FEBRUARY 25, 2003 MEETING 
Minutes of the February 25, 2003, meeting were approved as written. 
3. MEMORIAL MINUTE FOR PROFESSOR HENRY TREWHITT 
Post on the agenda for April 22, 2003. 
4. MEMORIAL MINUTE FOR PROFESSOR SABINE ULIBARRI 
Dr. Maria Dolores Gonzales read the following memorial minute for Professor Sabine Ulibarri. 
Dr. Sabine Reyes Ulibarri died on January 4, 2003. Professor Ulibarri, a Professor Emeritus, affectionately 
known as Uli to his students and colleagues, taught at the University of New Mexico from 1947 until 1998. 
Born in 1919 in Tierra Amari/la, New Mexico, the love of his hispano heritage an~ cult_ure sustained ~is 
professional and creative work. He received his B.A. a~d M.A. degrees from the Un1ve_rs1tr_ o~ New Mexico 
and his Ph.D. from UCLA in 1958, writing his dissertation on the poetry of Juan R_amon Jimenez. He was 
always a champion of Spanish language and (iterature. He had a deep complex voice that resonated_ as he 
read poems and stories, mesmerizing his flsteners. He was concerned that young people of h1spano -
heritage were growing up without Spanish, and was therefore a strong proponent of heritage language 
programs. His gift to the people of New Mexico and indeed the entire world, was not only the generations of 
students that he taught and inspired but the creative work he left. He wrote and published more than fifteen 
books of poetry and short stories including the beloved Tierra Amari/la, Mi abuela fumaba puros/My 
Grandma Smoked Cigars, and AMi abuela cobraba interes/My Grandmother Charged Interest@ and 
Mayhem Was Our Business, a memoir about his service as a bombardier in the Second World War. For his 
service he received the Distinguished Flying Cross, flying thirty five missions over Europe. Most of his books 
were originally written in Spanish and then translated into English. Throughout his creative work his love of 
words and of language stand out. Word plays, jokes, dichos, and songs are embedded in his writings, many 
of which have a poetic quality. Central to all his work was an enduring love for the traditions of New Mexico, 
and his passion for capturing the heart and reality of the people he wrote about. These characterizations 
could be sympathetic, romantic, or humorous but they were always enlightening. For example his 
grandmother who smoked cigars was a strong and energetic woman who kept the family together, and his 
grandmother who charged interest was a business woman of the first order. 
Professor Ulibarri was the recipient of many well deserved awards over his lifetime. He founded the UNM 
Andean Center in Quito, Ecuador and received several Distinguished Citizen Awards from the City of Quito. 
He was the President of the American Association of Teachers of Spanish and Portuguese, received the 
University of New Mexico Regents Meritorious Service Medal in 1989, and was awarded an honorary Doctor 
of Letters from UNM in 1999. He also received the Governor=s Award for Excellence and Achievement in 
Literature, and the Mexican Government=s Award for Promotion of Hispanic Culture. All these awards and 
honors Uli received modestly, but with a twinkle in his eyes. Students packed his classrooms to hear the 
words of wisdom from this legendary professor and returned often to talk with him and to let him know what 
they were doing. He is survived by his wife Connie and his son Carlos. 
Sabine Ulibarri has left a legacy in his writings and in his teachings. His unique perceptions about his native 
land will endure, his unique person will not soon be forgotten. He will be greatly missed. The Department of 
Spanish and Portuguese has named their heritage language program the Sabine Ulibarri Heritage 
Language Program in his honor. 
President Burris observed a moment of silence on behalf of Professor Sabine Ulibarri. 
5. PRESIDENT'S REPORT 
President Garcia shared a personal remembrance of Professor Henry Trewhitt and Professor Sabine Ulibarri on their 
accomplishments in their personal and professional lives. 
President Garcia reported being in contact with Governor Bill Richardson, Legislators and members of the Executive 
Branch, thanking them for the legislative package and their support now and at the end of the legislative session . 
President Garcia reported on the following bills approved by the legislators: 
• The approval of the Legislative Finance Committee recommendations for Full Formula Funding. 
• The approval of House Bill 2, a 2.5% compensation for faculty and staff. 
• The approval of Senate Bill 665, additional .5% compensation increase for faculty. President Garcia and Staff 
Council are working to compensate faculty and staff equally, with a 3% compensation increase for both faculty and 
staff. 
• The approval of $3,000,000 for appropriations of endowed chairs ($1,000,000 each for the University of New 
Mexico, New Mexico State University, and New Mexico Technical Institute). 
• The approval of $250,000 for the designs and plans of the Centennial Engineering Center. 
President Garcia reported that the Executive Cabinet has been discussing the war and it's effect at UNM. A web page has 
been established called "UNM in time of War" to help student, faculty and staff deal with the war. An adhoc committee has 
been formed to discuss the war and the Emergency Management Team has been revitalized, directed by Vice President 
Julie Weaks-Gutierrez to deal ~ith emergency situations. Professor Paul Nathanson (Law School) is the campus wide 
facil itator to coordinator and communicates the various efforts as to what UNM is doing with the situation of war. 
President Garcia reported working with Campus Police, Albuquerqu~ _Police Depar!ment and the State Police Department 
to make sure they understand that UNM is a unique place and are willing to work with others. 
Steven Block (Music) asked President Garcia when the appropriation_ of the 3%_ going to take effect, menti_oned the 
danger of students wearing ROTC uniforms on campus,_ and asked 1f any ~on~1ngency_ pl~ns have been discussed. 
President Garcia reported that the 3% increase would go into ~ffect at the ~eg1nrnng of this fiscal year, and that he has 
spoken with the Commanding Offic~rs to address students wearing ROTC uniforms on campus. 
6. PROVOST'S REPORT 
I 1 
,. 
(7_ 
Provost Brian Foster reported on a request from last month 's meeting on performance reviews of administrators and 
recognized Richard Holder (Deputy Provost) for that report. Richard Holder (Deputy Provost) reported on two types of 
reviews, an annual review of all administrators who report to the Office of the Provost, and a five-year review of Deans 
and Directors including branch campuses. 
Provost Foster reported that the new Director of the Gallup branch campus would be named in the next several days. Also 
reported by Provost Foster was the search for the Dean of Continuing Education and the Director of the Latin 
American/Iberian Institute is underway. 
Provost Foster reported that the symposium on Scholarly Communication was well attended by faculty and the beginning 
of a good discussion on scholarly communication on campus. 
Provost Foster reported on the Academic Summit and the discussion of faculty roles and how they change as higher 
education changes. 
Provost Foster thanked Senators for their response to the allfac on faculty and students going abroad . Provost Foster 
informed Senators of the potential liability for faculty taking students abroad and the institutional liability if all requirements 
are not meet to protect the faculty and student. 
Provost Foster reported on the Center of Policy Security and Technology, a new center funded by Sandia National 
Laborites and directed by Roger Hindburger. Provost Foster feels this is a good opportunity for UNM. 
Provost Foster reported that Jane Buikstra (Anthropology) is this year's Annual Research Lecturer. 
Provost Foster reported that UNM is hosting the NSF Regional Workshop, which gives UNM a lot of visibility. 
Provost Foster reported on the Committee to Coordinate IT (Information Technology) across campus. A committee 
chaired by Edward Angel (Electrical & Computer Engineering) will make recommendations about the different structures; 
more information to follow. 
Byron Lindsey (Foreign Langs & Literatures) asked Provost Foster on the shortage of classrooms, and why Mitchell Hall 
(which is on the National Registry of Monuments) is being proposed for more classrooms. Provost Foster reported that 
when Dane Smith Hall was added to the inventory list of classrooms, no extra classrooms were available. The Registrar's 
Office controls only 20% of classrooms and departments and colleges control 80%. Provost Foster reported that he is 
under pressure to move CAPS from the Library, which requires several thousands of square space, and a good central 
location would be the second floor in Mitchell Hall, which will be transformed into various administrative offices. 
Roll call was taken by President Burris. 
7. FACULTY SENATE PRESIDENT'S REPORT 
President Burris reported on the Presidential Search (copies of the five finalists' vitas were distributed to senators), and 
encouraged Senators to look over the vitas and share them with their departments. President Burris said that the 
backgrounds of some of the five finalists were unconventional, and asked Senators to call or email faculty within their own 
network from other colleges and ask questions about the five finalists. The five finalists will be brought to campus and 
Senators are encouraged to attend the candidate forums. 
President Burris encouraged faculty to fill out the Candidate Evaluation Form distributed at the candidate forums and give 
their opinion of the five finalists for President. Once the five finalists visit the campus all Candidate Evaluation Forms will 
be complied by the Presidential Search Committee and given to the Board of Regents for review. 
President Burris reported that the Faculty Senate was asked to take a leading role in p_roviding e_ducational experiences 
related to the war and discussed the possibility of creating a Teach-In Task Force. President Burns requested volunteers 
to serve and organize the Teach In. The Teach In Task Force_ members are_ Susan Ro~ano (English), John Geis_sman 
(Earth & Planetary Sciences), Bazan Romero (American Studies), Margo M1ll_eret (~panish & Portuguese), S~ern Burr 
(Law), Judith Hendry (Communication & Journalism). A S~n~tor suggested 1nform1~g the Alb~q~erque Public . ~cho?I 
Teachers of the creation of the Teach In and asking for their input. Another suggestion was to 1nv1te elected officials 1n 
New Mexico for their dialogue. 
President Burris reported a ruling from the Governance Commit~ee concerning_ ~hether it. is. constituti?n~I to have 
alternates vote at Faculty Senate Meetings. The Governance Comm1tt_ee ruled that 1t 1s unconst1tut1onal and 1t violates the 
University Constitution. Alternates can attend the Faculty Senate Meetings but are asked not to vote. 
President Burris reported on the kick off for Project Link on March 28, 2003, and encouraged Senators to get involved. 
President Burris reported on the deadline for the at-large Senators on the Faculty Senate and for the Academic Freedom 
& Tenure Committee. Vivian Valencia (University Secretary) gave a brief presentation on the need for more nominations 
for the Academic Freedom & Tenure Committee. The Faculty Handbook requires fourteen nominations to fill seven 
vacancies, currently only six nominations exist. The Committee on Governance has two vacancies with four nominations; 
the at-large Senate for the Faculty Senate has four seats with seven nominations. The Deadline to apply is March 28, 
2003. President Burris encouraged Senators to apply for the Academic Freedom & Tenure Committee since more 
nominations are needed. 
President Burris reported on the Faculty Regent Initiative. The initiative to create a Faculty Regents was tabled (killed) in 
the House Education Committee. President Burris and other Senators attended the hearing and spoke to the Committee 
in support of the Faculty Regents Initiative, but three University Presidents spoke against it. 
President Burris encouraged Senators who will be returning next year to consider running for election to the Operations 
Committee or as President-Elect. The new Senate will elect the Operations Committee and the President elect. President 
Burris encouraged faculty who are interested to get involved. 
8. MARCH FACULTY SENATE COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS 
The following March committee appointments were approved by unanimous voice vote of the Faculty Senate: 
Admissions & Registration 
Archie Mariano, ASUNM 
Computer Use 
Thao Tran, ASUNM 
International Affairs 
Thao Tran, ASUNM 
Library Committee 
Jenny French, ASUNM 
Archie Mariano, ASUNM 
Scholarship, Prizes, & Loans Committee 
Matthew A. Stensland, ASUNM 
Student Conduct Committee 
Megan Dudley 
9. FORMS C FROM THE CURRICULA COMMITTEE 
The following forms c from the Curricula Committee were approved by unanimous voice vote of the Faculty Senate: 
New Minor in Navajo Language & Linguistics 
Revision of BA Degree in Biology 
Revision of BS Degree in Biology 
Concentration for BBA Degree in Anderson Scho?ls of M~~ageme~t 
Revision in Concentration of BA Degree, Professional Writing English Department 
Revision of BS Degree in Emergency Medicine 
New Minor in Fine Arts 
Revision of MEME (339) Manufacturing Engineering Program 
Revision of MEME/MBA Degree in MIDS, ASM 
Revision of Major BS Degree in Athlet!c Trai~ing 
Revision of Major BS Degree in Exercise Sc1en~e . 
Revision of Major/Minor BS Degree in Communi~y Health Education 
Revision of Major BS Degree in Physical Education . 
Revision of Major BS Degree in School ?f Heal~h Education · 
Revision of Bachelors Degree in Physician Assistant Program 
Revision of Program in University Honors Program . . . 
Revision of Department Major BSME D~gree _in Mec~anical Engineering/SOE 
Revision of Concentration Master of Science 1n N~rsing 
Revision of Major in Community & Regional Planning 
--------------- ..... ----------------------N Revision of Department Ph .D. in Optical Sciences Physics & Astronomy 
Revision of Concentration in MA and Ph.D. Degrees in Political Science 
Revision of Major in BAA Degree in Arts in Architecture 
New Revision of Major BA Degree in Comparative Literature (adding English 250) 
New Revision of Major BA Degree in Comparative Literature (Substitute Comp L 223 for Comp L 260) 
New Emphasis in Learning and Behavioral Exceptionalities, Educational Specialties/Special Education 
New Minor in World Dance Minor, Theatre and Dance 
New Minor in Flamenco, Theatre and Dance 
10. REVISIONS OF THE CORE CURRICULUM 
Darlene Lucero (Associate Registrar) and Ex-Officio Member of the Curricula Committee provided a brief overview of the 
revisions of the Core Curriculum . The Curriculum Committee was given the charge to review Core Curriculum, with no 
specific guidelines. Initially, the committee thought to look at the core as a whole and do an outcome assessment, 
departments asked Curriculum Committee to add course to the core because of the demands of their department. 
Recommendations from the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee to the Faculty Senate 
RE: Revisions to the CORE CURRICULUM 
[Proposed Catalog Copy Changes indicated in Bold] 
The university has adopted a Core Curriculum, which all undergraduate students must complete as part of their 
baccalaureate program. The Core consists of several groups of courses designed to enhance each student's academic 
capabilities. Its goal is to give all students at the university a grounding in the broad knowledge and intellectual values 
obtained in a liberal arts education and to assure that graduates have a shared academic experience. The required 
courses encourage intellectual development in seven areas of study: writing and communication; social and behavioral 
sciences; mathematical reasoning; scientific methods in the physical and natural sciences; the humanities; the fine arts; 
and languages. The Core consists of lower-division courses which develop these skills and abilities, and students are 
strongly encouraged to complete thEJ 13rogram Core early in their college careers . l-lewe>v•er, tt:to uni't'orsity reeogniees tt:tot 
tt:to t:tigl=tly struetureEI nature ef many Elewee 13rograms one! tt:te 13resenoe ef numerous transfer one! non troElitienol stuElents 
requires flm~ibility on its 13ort, one! tt:te subsmutien of ott:ter oeurses fer Gere requirements will be ollei.,•eEI en o ooso by 
ooso basis. Individual student substitutions should be minimal and are discoura ed. Transfer one! reentering 
stuelonts will reoei','0 0El1t'ising in tt:to oollege onEI Ele13ortR1ont ta wt:tiot:t tl=te;' ore oElmittoEI in orElor ta estoblist:t on 
01313re13rioto 13rogrom wt:tiot:t will moot tt:teir noeels one! tt:te aims of tt:to Gero. Approval of exceptions is handled on a 
department and college basis. Except where noted ~ (see "Alternative Credit Options" pp. 25-26), students may 
apply AP or CLEP credit to the Core requirements. 
Departments and colleges may restrict student choices within the Core to meet department and college degree 
requirements. A rade of C no C- is re uired in all courses used to fulfill the re uirements of th ore 
Curriculum. 
students will receive advisin in the colle nt to which t der o establish an 
appropriate program which will meet their needs and the aims of the Core. Where degree program requirements 
are so structured that a student's total academic program credits would be increased by taking a Core course in 
a particular Core area, a department may approve a blanket substitution of a course · · ular Core area for 
all students pursuing an undergraduate degree in that particular program. Ap f substitutions or 
exceptions is handled on a department and college basis. 
A groelo ef G ~not G ) is roquiroEI in all ooursos usoEI to fulfill tt:to requirements ef tt:to Gero Gurrioulum. 
RATIONALE for above changes . Better clarity and flow of narrative. 
The bosio J3rogram Core c rriculum requires approximately 37 hours of courses in seven areas of. study. Where 
multiple courses are listed in any one discipline within an area of study. students can get Core credit for only one 
~ourse in that discipline within that area of study. 
RATIONALE for limiting the number of courses for which students can get credit in any one discipline within a 
Core area of study. If the intent of a Co~e Curriculu~ is !o _pr_ovi~e "broad knowledge and intellectual value~" 
experiences, then where multiple courses are llsted for a given d1sc1pllne In a Core area, students should get Core credit 
for only one course in that discipline in a given Core area. 
½ .1. Writing and Speaking (9 hours): English 101-102 and an additional course chosen from English 219, 220; 
Communication and Journalism 130; Philosophy 156. 
------------ iH 2. Mathematics: One cou rse chosen from Math 121 , 129, 150, 162L, 163L, 180, 215, 
Stat 145. 
Course description provided by Math Department 3-10-03: 
MATH 129 A Survey of Math . An introduction to some of the great ideas of mathematics, 
includ ing logic, systems of numbers, sequences and series, geometry and probability. 
Emphasizes general problem-solving skills . Prerequisite: CR in MATH 120 or 
fulfillment of department placement requirements. 
RATIONALE provided by Math Department 3-10-03: 
Math 129 has the same prerequisite as Math 121 , which is already in the core. The intent is 
to run Math 129 for students who are at the same starting level as the Math 121 students, but who are not intending to 
take Calculus. Math 121 is designed to serve students who are proceeding to take other math classes , especially 
Calculus. 
&.--t .3.,__Physical and Natural Sciences: Two courses, one of which must include a laboratory, chosen from; Anthropology 
150 and 151L, 121L, 160 and 161L; Astronomy 101 and 101L; Biology 110 and 112L, 121L, 122L, 123 124L; Chemistry 
111L, 121L or 131L,, 122L or 132L; Earth & Planetary Sciences 101 and 105L, 201L; Environmental Science 101 and 
102L; Geography 101 and 105L; Natural Sciences 261L, 262L, 263L; Physics 102 and 102L, 105,151 and 151L, 152 and 
152L, 160 and 160L, 161 and 161L. 
RATIONALE for ANTH 121L Archaeological Method & Theory, and ANTH 160/161L The Human Life Course. 
Enrollments in Anthropology 150 and 151 Lare a burden on the department. The addition of other choices will help to 
more equitably distribute enrollments among faculty resources. 
RATIONALE for ASTR 101L Astronomy Laboratory. New lab course developed to 
accompany ASTR 101. 
RATIONALE for separating BIOL 123 (3 credits) and 124L(1 credit). Enrollments in BIOL 123L 
which currently combines 123 and the lab as a 4 credit course are a burden on the department as 
the course is a gateway course for many Health Sciences programs. Separating the lab from the 
lecture course will enable students who have an interest in Biology but do not want or need a lab 
course to take the lecture course only, providing more opportunity to accommodate Health 
Sciences students for whom the lab is required. 
RATIONALE for Environmental Science 102 L. New lab course developed to accompanying 
ENV SCI 101 . 
Course description of PHYS CS 105 Physics and Society from course outline presented by 
Dr. Dan Finley at FSCC 9-27-02 meeting: 
An introductory survey course for students who do not intend to become professional scientists 
but who wish to better inform themselves about physics. Particular emphasis is placed on how 
physics is encountered in everyday life and how it is relevant to society issues. 
Rationale provided by Dr. Finley at FSCC 9-27-02 meeting: 
The course is intended to be an encompassing overview of physics to interest students in physics. Topics in the course 
include mechanics thermodynamics, electromagnetism, optics & modern physics. The FSCC indicated their concerns 
that the course as titled does not capture the course content but reads more like a topics course. Dr. Finley indicated he 
would relay this information to the department. 
RATIONALE for Physics 102, 151, 152, 160, 161. In the 2001-2003 _th~ lecture courses that 
accompany the labs were left out of the catalog . This corrects the om1ss1on. 
4:-j 4. Social and Behavioral Sciences (minimum 6 hours): Two courses c~osen from Ameri~an S~udies 182, 185; 
Anthropology 101, 130; Community and Regional Planning 181; Economics 105, 106; Engmeenng-F ~00; Geography 
102; Linguistics 101 (AOA Anthropology 11 O); Political Science 110, 200, 220, 240; Psychology 105; Sociology 101. 
RATIONALE for POL SCI 220 Comparative Politics and POL SCI ~40 lnter~ation~I P?litics. 
Given the context of today's global society and the university's commitment to 1ncreas1ng its global presence and 
distinction, these courses would be consistent with both . 
f5 
RATIONALE for ENGR-F 200 Technology in Society. Given the context of today's information 
Society and the university's commitment to preparing students for success in higher education 
and the workplace, the course would be consistent with both. 
RATIONALE for CRP 181 Introduction to Environmental Problems. Given the context of 
today's environment issues and the university's commitment to the quality of life in New 
Mexico's high desert location, the course would be consistent with both. 
hl 5. Humanities (6 hours): Two courses chosen from American Studies 186; Classics 107, 204, 205; Comparative 
Literature and Cultural Studies 223, 224; English 150, 292, 293; Foreign Languages (M Lang) 101; History 101, 102, 161, 
162; Honors Legacy Seminars at the 100- and 200-level; Philosophy 101, 201 , 202; Religious Studies 107, 263, 264. 
RATIONALE for RELIG 263 Eastern Religions and RELIG 264 Western Religions. Enrollments in RELIG 107 are a 
burden on the department. The addition of other choices will help to distribute more equitably enrollments among faculty 
resources. In addition in today's global society both courses would be appropriate choices to enhance students' 
knowledge and experiences. 
RATIONALE for HONORS Legacy Seminars at 100 and 200 levels. Consistent concerns and requests were expressed 
by Honors students to increase choices and opportunities for them in the Core that would enhance their academic 
experiences at UNM rather than cause them to add to their total degree credits to take courses that were generally 
repeats of high school content. If the university is committed to the admission and retention of these students, the 
inclusion of the Honors Legacy Seminars would be consistent with this university commitment. 
6-ry 6. Foreign Language (non-English language, minimum 3 hours): One course chosen from any of the lower division 
non-English language offerings of the Departments of Linguistics (including Sign Language), Spanish and Portuguese, 
and Foreign Languages and Literatures. 
H 7. Fine Arts (minimum of 3 hours): One course chosen from ARCH 101 ; Art History 101, 201, 202; Dance 105; .EA 
284; Media Arts 210; Music 139, 140; Theatre 122. Students may elect to take one 3-hour studio course offered by the 
Departments of Art and Art History, Music, Theatre and Dance, and Media Arts to fulfill this requirement. 
RATIONALE for FA 284 Experiencing the Arts. This new course targets students who would 
like to have a broad grounding in basic concepts and experiences across the arts rather than in 
one area of the arts. 
RATIONALE for ARCH 101 Introduction to Architecture . The course provides students with opportunity to explore 
another kind of "fine art" - the basic social, historical, perceptual, and technical determinants of architecture. 
In addition to the seven areas of stud in the Core Curriculum students are stron I encoura ed to demonstrate 
computer literacy by passing a competency exam, passing a specific skills course, or passing a set of courses 
where the use of com uter skills is re uired. 
RATIONALE for Addition re: Computer Literacy. The importance of computer literacy for UNM graduates pursuing 
continued higher education or entering the work force should go without saying. Because UNM does not have at this point 
a university-wide computer literacy competency assessment, the FSCC did not feel that adding Computer Literacy as an 
8th Core area of study was appropriate. However, knowing that there are numerous an~_ various vehicles by wh!ch 
students can demonstrate computer literacy in their departments and colleges, the add1t1on of a strong expectation 
appeared appropriate and consistent with the university's commitment to prepare its students to be successful in higher 
education and the work place. 
ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. The Core Curriculum as it is currently constructed (i.e., consisting of several groups of courses within content areas) is 
not assessable as a "shared academic experience" or as "broad knowledge and intellectual values" common to all 
undergraduates completing their degrees at UNM. To be assessable in this wa~, a _spe~i~ic set ?f ~ompetencies should be 
articulated, courses through which students can demonstrate these competencies 1dent1f1ed, criteria for performance 
developed, and assessment benchmarks established . 
2. A university-wide body for monitoring, reviewing, and evaluating the Core Curric~lum should be established. Both m~in 
and branch campuses should be represented . The university sh~uld make a comm1tmen~ of _resour~es ~o the work of th_1 s 
body to ensure that consistent attention is given to the Core Curnc~lum._ The ta_sk of monitoring, rev1ew1ng, _a~d evaluating 
the Core is too large, and too important if it is truly valued at the university, to simply be added on to the ex1st1ng work of 
any Faculty Senate Standing Committee. 
3. The Strategic Plan of the University of New Mexico indicates that the university's location is a strategic advantage. 11 
Opportunities for students to learn about and experience the diversity and culture of New Mexico and the Southwest are 
noticeably lacking in the Core Curriculum (AM ST 186 Introduction to Southwest Studies is currently the only such 
opportunity in the Core). In addition no department requested the addition of such opportunities to the Core. As the 
university moves forward in its development and as the Core Curriculum develops, the addition of opportunities such as 
ART HI 251 Artistic Traditions of the Southwest or ANTH 238 Cultures of the Southwest or other appropriate courses 
should be considered. 
Approved by FSCC 2/7/03 
Revisions to Math 129 and Physcs 105 added 3-10-03 per request of Dr. Wanda Martin, Associate Dean, College 
of Arts & Sciences 
Teri Loring (Mathematics & Statistics) requested clarification as to whether Senators were asked to vote on "Additional 
Recommendations" or just the courses to be added. Darlene Lucero (Associate Registrar) clarified that the Senators are 
asked to vote on adding courses only. 
Senator requested that for Physics 160 and 160L language to include (the lab is not required) 
Senator request the Rational provided by Dr. Finley at FSCC 9-27-02 meeting: The FSCC indicated their concerns that 
the course as titled does not capture the course content but reads more like a topics courses". (to be included in 
Additional Recommendations). 
Senator requested to list all labs with a note in parentheses (this lab is required and must be taken with the course, or this 
lab is optional to fulfill a requirement) . 
President Burris informed Senators that the Curriculum Committee would be doing a complete assessment of the Core in 
the near future . 
President Burris reported that the Senate Operations Committee meet with representatives from the departments of Math 
and Physics, and came up with the following friendly amendments: 
1) "Where multiple courses are listed in any one discipline within an area of study, students can get Core credit for only 
one course in that discipline with in that area of study" to be deleted from the recommendations. 
Motion from the Operations Committee, approved by the unanimous voice vote of the Faculty Senate, 1 
opposition, and O abstentions. 
2) "In additional to the seven areas of study in the Core Curriculum, students are strongly encouraged to demonstrate 
computer literacy by passing a competency exam, passing a specific skills course, or passing a set of courses where the 
use of computer skills is required" to be deleted. 
Motion from the Operations Committee, approved by the unanimous voice vote of the Faculty Senate. 
Additional amendments from Senators: 
3) Foreign Language (non-English language, minimum 3 hours): One course chosen from any of the lower division non-
English language offerings of the Departments of Linguistics (including Sign Language), Spanish and Portuguese, and 
Foreign Languages and Literatures, and foreign languages in other departments and programs. 
Motion and Second, 17 in favor, 1 O opposed, 3 abstentions. 
Vote on the revisions to the Core Curriculum (including all amendments) 
Approved by the unanimous voice vote of the Faculty Senate, 3 opposed O abstentions. 
11. FACULTY CONFIDENTIALITY POLICY 
Jacqueline Hood (ASM Organizational Studies) and Nie~ Estes (Un_ivers_ity_ Counsel) 
Provided a brief presentation on the revisions of the Polley on Conf1dent1allty of Faculty Records. 
1. Collection and Retention of Information 
Draft, section 1.1 This adds a new provision that no more than one faculty . 
personnel file may be retained at each level: department, college, and Provost or VP for Health Sciences and that these 
collectively are the "faculty personnel files" for an . ,, . . . . 
Individual faculty member. The draft carries forward the req~1rem~nt that any wri~ten information ~s~d to any degree 1n 
making a decision" about the faculty member must be contained I_n on~ of those file~. (Some of this 1nformat1on, however, 
particularly the names of peer or student evaluators, may be conf1dent1al under sections 2.2 and 2.3 below. ) 
■ 
Draft, section 1.2 No change in requirement that the source of documents must be apparent in the file subject to the ( ~ 
confidentiality provisions in the pol icy. ' 
Draft, section 1.3 New section about retention of records. 
Draft, section 1.4 New section expressly imposing responsibility for security of files . 
Draft, section 1.5 New section addressing additions and deletions from faculty files. 
2. Access to Information by the Faculty Member 
Draft, section 2.1 Right of faculty to inspect, challenge the accuracy and request changes or additions to their files is 
carried forward. A requirement for response to such requests from faculty members within two weeks has been added. 
Draft, section 2 .2 Rewords the existing provision that recognizes that many authors of faculty evaluations (peers or 
students) prefer that their identities remain confidential from the faculty member. The existing policy provides for removing 
such documents and summarizing them . The draft revision states instead that identifying information from the original 
documents should be redacted and that summaries should be substituted only where redaction appears unfeasible. A 
new provision is added permitting the faculty member to request that the accuracy of redactions or summaries be 
reviewed by a member of the ProvosWPHS office and a member of the AF& T Committee. 
Draft, section 2.3 This is a new provision recognizing that documents that are privileged under law are not available for 
inspection by the faculty member. However, if there is any privileged information, it must be listed in a memorandum 
available to the faculty member summarizing its nature, date, source and type of privilege. 
3. Public Access to Information about Faculty Members 
Draft, section 3.1 With respect to access to faculty information by members of the general public, the existing Policy states 
that all material is public unless it falls into one of several listed exceptions. The draft revision reverses that approach and 
states that all personnel information is confidential to the general public, with certain listed exceptions such as title, salary, 
dates of employment, etc. The revision is consistent with UN M's policy with respect to staff members (UNM Business 
Policy #3710). 
Draft, section 3.2 This carries forward a requirement that, except as to public information specified in section 3.1, faculty 
personnel information may only be accessed by University officials with an official role in decisions about the faculty 
member. 
[Please note: this provision may have been inadvertently omitted from the draft revision currently on the UNM website .] 
Draft, section 3.3 Rewords the process for University officials to respond to requests from members of the general public 
for information about faculty members. Omits requirement that members of the public requesting such information state 
the reason for the request; this is not permitted under New Mexico's Inspection of Public Records Act. 
Senator asked the question on how electronic files are kept confidential and would that be part of their file . 
Jacqueline Hood (ASM Organizational Studies) informed Senators that if an electronic file is used in any form or fashion 
for a raise or promotion of a faculty member, then it must be in an official file and you as faculty is informed of it. 
Nick Estes (University Counsel) stated that when a Chair or Dean is taking a recommendation for a faculty on whether 
they should be promoted or not, the evidence being used is known and documented and is available for you as faculty to 
see. 
Senator requested clarification on the role of Nick Estes (University Coun_sel), if he is _representing the facult~ or t~e 
University Administration . Nick Estes (University Counsel) stated that he Is representing both faculty and University 
Administration. 
Senator requested for the record that Nick Estes (University Counsel) role is representing the Administration . 
Terry Loring (Mathematics & Statistics) expressed concern with years of pas~ e~ails that s_hould be includ~d in a faculty's 
file, and the riddance of retrieving that information. Jackie Hood _(ASM_ O_rganizat1ona_l Stud1_es) stated that 1f you use those 
emails to evaluate a faculty member, then it shoul~ be included In their file. Al~o the intent 1~ for _the use t~ the faculty . 
~ember so they are aware of the information that Is used to evalu_ate ther:i. Nick ~stes (University Council) stated that_th1s 
Is not a change from the current policy, the exact same lan_guage Is u~ed _JUSt carr_1ed across. In _th_e Faculty Handbook 1s a 
provision about promotions and tenure where language exists on getting information orally and 1t 1s documented for faculty 
to be able to respond . -------~-~----~----~----~-~- -
Virginia Shipman (lndiv_F~m & ~~mm Education) commented on how much these revisions are doing to help faculty to I 7 
feel secure about what 1s 1n their file. She also expressed appreciation to Nick Estes (University Counsel) for his role 
throughout this whole process. 
'.resident B~rris received an email from a faculty member concerning the section on redacting . Existing policy allows for 
Just summaries and has been changed to say whenever possible should include redacted letters. AAUP recommendation 
is that faculty members should have access to un-redacted reviews. 
Ja~~ueline Hood (ASM Org~nizational Studies) recommends to Senators the approval of this policy to give faculty more 
ab1l1ty to have access to their records and know where those records are. She suggested having the AF& T look into the 
AAUP policy on un-redacted reviews. 
Senator requested clarification that information in the file is un-redacted and when the access is requested it become 
redacted. Nick Estes (University Council) confirmed that is the process. 
President Burris requested the AF& T Committee to look further into redaction and possible revision in the future. 
Faculty Confidentiality Policy approved by unanimous voice vote. 
12. RESEARCH POLICY COMMITTEE 
Richard Hermann (Music) gave a brief presentation on the following RPC revisions: 
Current RPC Charge taken from Faculty Senate Website 
The primary role of the Research Policy Committee shall be to encourage and support research and its funding at the 
University of New Mexico, including all its established units . The functions of the committee shall include, but not be 
limited to: initiating, formulating and recommending research policies regarding sponsored and unsponsored research; 
recommending University policy regarding the distribution of overhead and institutional grants; reviewing with the chief 
administrative officer for research the research and public service budget of the University prior to and during its final 
development, and informing and making recommendations to the Faculty Senate regarding this budget; recommending 
policy concerning the use of the Faculty Research Fund and reviewing and making recommendations to the 
administration through the Faculty senate regarding the budget of the Faculty Research Fund; formulating policy 
regarding the establishment, major modification or termination of research centers, bureaus, institutes, or other related 
organizations, and reviewing and making recommendations to the central administration and the Faculty Senate on 
proposals regarding these bodies; evaluating, formulating and recommending policy concerning research support 
services, provided by computer facilities, libraries, contract accounting, research administration, and other support 
organizations; making recommendations to the central administration when the appointment of the chief administrative 
officer for research is being considered; reporting to the Faculty Senate on matters of grant research, contract research, 
patent policy and copyright policy affecting directly or indirectly the faculty and University as a whole; appointing an 
Intellectual Patent Property Policy as called for in the University Intellectual Property Policy; recommending candidates for 
the Annual Research Lectureship; meeting with the academic deans formally at least once each year to discuss current 
problems and exchange information concerning research; and consulting with the chief administrative officer for research 
regarding implementation of policies. 
(Twelve faculty members, appointed by the Faculty Senate in consultation with the Committee chairperson, selected 
primarily from colleges and departments generating sponsored research: including three from the College of Arts and 
Sciences, two from the College of Education, two from the School of Engineering, one from the ~allege of Fine Arts, one 
from the Library, and two from the Health Sciences Center. One graduate student member nominated by the Graduate 
and Professional Student 
Association (GPSA). Ex-officio members include the chief administrativ~ officer for res~arch on main campus, the chie! 
administrative officer for research at the Health Sciences Center, the Director of the Science and Technology Corporation 
at UNM, and the University Patent Lawyer. The terms of office shall be for three years, _set up on a staggered basis so 
that the terms of at least three members will expire each year. A member may be appointed for a second three year term. 
The chairperson is elected by the Committee and normally w!II serve a renewable _t~o-year term. In addition to Committee 
appointees, subcommittee membership will be augmented with other faculty, administrators, and graduate students as 
required for specific subcommittee tasks.) 
Revised Charge showing additions and deletions 
The primary role of the Research Policy Committee shall_be to encour_age and support '.esearch ~nd its funding at the 
~niversity of New Mexico, including all its established units. The functions of the committee shall include, but not be 
limited to: initiating . 
~ormulating, recom~ending, and reviewing FeoeaFoA policies_ regard1~g ~po~sored and unspons~red_ re~earch, and_ 
mtel/ectua/ property; recommending University policy regarding the d1stnbut1on of overhead and 1nst1tut1onal grants, 
reviewing '.llith_ th~ chief administrative officers for research the research aAd 13ueli0 ser;ieo budget of the University prior 2-6 
to and during its f1na_l devel?pment, and informing and making recommendations to the Faculty Senate regarding this 
budget; recommending policy concerning the use of the Faculty Research Fund and reviewing and making 
recommendations to the administration through the Faculty senate regarding the budget of the Faculty Research Fund ; 
formulating policy regarding the establishment, major modification or termination, and periodic review of research centers, 
bureaus, institutes, or other related organizations, eRa reviewing and making recommendations to the central 
administration and the Faculty Senate on proposals regarding these bodies, and participating in the periodic review of 
these center~;-~valu_atin~, formulating and recommending policy concerning research support services, provided by 
computer fac1llt1es, libraries, contract accounting, research administration, and other support organizations; making 
recommendations to the central administration when the appointment of the chief administrative officers for research is 
being considered; reporting to the Faculty Senate on matters of grant research, contract research, patent~ and 
copyright policy, and policy on commercialization of intellectual property affecting directly or indirectly the faculty and 
University as a whole; formulating the charge of the Intellectual Property a13130iAtiA§ a PateAt Policy ~Committee as 
called for in the University Intellectual Property Policy; recommending candidates for the Annual Research Lectureship; 
meeting with the academic deans formally at least once each year to discuss current problems and exchange information 
concerning research; and consulting with the chief administrative officers for research regarding implementation of 
policies. 
(Twelve faculty members, appointed by the Faculty Senate in consultation with the Committee chairperson, selected 
primarily from colleges and departments generating sponsored research: including three from the College of Arts and 
Sciences, two from the College of Education, two from the School of Engineering, one from the College of Fine Arts, one 
from the Library, and two from the Health Sciences Center. One graduate student member nominated by the Graduate 
and Professional Student Association (GPSA). Ex-officio members include the chief administrative officer for research on 
main campus, the chief administrative officer for research at the Health Sciences Center, and the Director of the Science 
and Technology Corporation at UNM, aAd tt=le UAiversit~1 PateAt Lawyer. The attorney from the University Counsel's office 
with primary responsibility for research matters shall attend committee meetings and provide legal advice to the RPC. The 
terms of office shall be for three years, set up on a staggered basis so that the terms of at least three members will expire 
each year. A member may be appointed for a second three-year term. The chair13ors0A is elected by the Committee and 
normally will serve a renewable two-year term. The committee annually elects a Vice-Chair to serve in place of the chair in 
her/his absence . In addition to Committee appointees, subcommittee membership will be augmented with other faculty, 
administrators, and graduate students as required for specific subcommittee tasks.) 
New Charge Passed by the RPC 
The primary role of the Research Policy Committee shall be to encourage and support research and its funding at the 
University of New Mexico, including all its established units. The functions of the committee shall include, but not be 
limited to: initiating, formulating, recommending, and reviewing policies regarding sponsored and unsponsored research, 
and intellectual property; recommending University policy regarding the distribution of overhead and institutional grants; 
reviewing with the chief administrative officers for research the research budget of the University prior to and during its 
final development, and informing and making recommendations to the Faculty Senate regarding this budget; 
recommending policy concerning the use of the Faculty Research Fund and reviewing and making recommendations to 
the administration through the Faculty senate regarding the budget of the Faculty Research Fund; formulating policy 
regarding the establishment, major modification or termination, and periodic review of research centers, bureaus, 
institutes, or other related organizations, reviewing and making recommendations to the central administration and the 
Faculty Senate on proposals regarding these bodies, and participating in the periodic review of these centers; evaluating, 
formulating and recommending policy concerning research support services provided by computer facilities, libraries, 
contract accounting, research administration, and other support organizations; making recommendations to the central 
administration when the appointment of the chief administrative officers for research is being considered; making 
recommendations to the Faculty Senate on matters of grant research, contract research, patent and copyright policy, and 
policy on commercialization of intellectual property affecting directly or indirectly the faculty and University as a whole; 
consulting with the Faculty Senate on formulating t_he charg_e of the Intellectual Property Committee a_s called_for in_ the 
University Intellectual Property Policy; recommending candidates for the Annual Research Le_cturesh1p; meeting ~1th the 
academic deans formally at least once each year to disc~ss current problems an~ ex_change 1nfo~mat1on c?~cern1ng 
research; and consulting with the chief administrative officers for research regarding 1mplementat1on of policies. 
(Twelve faculty members, appointed by the Faculty Senate in consultatio~ with ~he Committee chairperson, selected 
primarily from colleges and departments generating sponsored research: _1nclu_d1ng three from the College o~ Arts and 
Sciences, two from the College of Education, two from the School of Engineering, one from the ~ollege of Fine Arts, one 
from the Library, and two from the Health Sciences Center. One gr~duate studen~ memb~r. nom_1nated_ by the Graduate 
and Professional Student Association (GPSA). Ex-officio members include_ the chief adm1n1strat1ve ~fflcer for resear_ch on 
main campus, the chief administrative officer for research at the_ Hea_lth Sc1ence,s Ce~ter, ~nd t_he Director of ~h-~ Science 
and Technology Corporation at UNM. The attorney from the_ University C_ounsel s office with primary res~ons1b11ity for 
research matters shall attend committee meetings and provide legal advice to the RPC_. The _terms of office shall be for 
three years, set up on a staggered basis so that the terms of at least three m~mbers will expire e~ch year. A member may 
be appointed for a second three-year term. The chair is elected by t~e Committee and _n~rmally '.ll1II serve a renew~~le 
two-year term. The committee annually elects a Vice-Chair to serve 1n pl~ce of the chair 1n he~/~1s absence. In add1t1on to 
Committee appointees, subcommittee membership will be augmented with other faculty, administrators, and graduate 
-------~-~---~---~-----
students as required for specific subcommittee tasks .) 
Richard Hermann (Music) briefed Senators about five points of proposed changes . 
1. Moving supervision of the Public Service budget 
2. Research Policy Committee supervising the research centers to cut that role back to assisting in reviewing how 
research centers are looked at and evaluated. The RPC will have a role in reading the reports and commenting on them 
before final action is taken . 
3. Formulate the charge for the Senate Intellectual Property Committee. 
4. As the result of a type the language "Appointing an Intellectual Patent Property Policy" means nothing and requests 
removing it. 
5. The creation of a new Vice Chair position on the RPC, which is elected by committee members on a yearly basis. 
Robert Leonard (Anthropology) asked when Provost Foster announced the formation of a new center, was the RPC 
consulted. Richard Hermann (Music) responded that the RPC was not notified of this center, but they have not had a 
meeting this month. The RPC will be engaged very shortly to review some centers and will be looking at some executive 
summaries and asking questions of Vice Provost Terry Yates, that is scheduled for the next RPC meeting. 
Robert Leonard (Anthropology) feels it would be a good idea for faculty to be involved with the creation of new centers. 
Ed Desantis (University College) asked if the issue of Academic Freedom of the research comes up or did this committee 
have any oversight about that. 
Richard Hermann (Music) responded that the federal and state law must be followed in accordance with the federal grant. 
The Academic Freedom & Tenure Committee and the Intellectual Property Sub Committee oversees legal rights of 
ownership . 
Revised Research Policy Committee Charge approved by unanimous voice vote of the Senate. 
13. New Business and Open Discussion 
No new business was presented. 
14. ADJOURNMENT 
The meeting was adjourned at 5:40p.m. 
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Auxiliaries: 
Entities to furnish a service to campus, 
charge a fee directly to the cost of the 
service. Managed as self-supporting 
operations. 
Examples include: 
•Bookstore 
• Dining Halls 
•Parking 
Administered by VPB&F 
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The University of New Mexico 
l&G-Formula 
194,614,188 
32.2% 
Plant Fund 
126,263,232 
20.9% 
Student Aid 
59,962,344 
9.9% 
Main Campus Expenditures 
2003-04 Budget 
I&G-Other 
19,081,011 
3.1 % Student Social 
6,343,755 
1.0% 
Research 
82,100,055 
13.6% 
Athletics 
21,634,608 
3.6% 
Public Service 
51,052,046 
8.4% 
Int. Svc./Aux. 
44,202,449 
7.3% 
Student Aid: 
All financial assistance provided to 
students in the form of outright grants, 
trainee stipends, and prizes either 
awarded by and/or administered through 
the Institution. 
Included in this function: 
• Lottery Success Scholarships 
•Pell Grants 
Administered by various VP's 
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The University of New Mexico 
l&G-Formula 
194,614,188 
32.2% 
Plant Fun 
' 
126,263,232 
20.9% 
Student Aid 
59,962,344 
9.9% 
Main Campus Expenditures 
2003-04 Budget 
I&G-Other 
19,081,011 
3.1 % Student Social 
6,343,755 
1.0% 
Research 
82,100,055 
13.6% 
Athletics 
21,634,608 
3.6% 
Public Service 
51,052,046 
8.4% 
Int. Svc./Aux. 
44,202,449 
7.3% 
Plant Funds: 
Used to account for long-lived assets such 
as land, buildings, and equipment, long-
term debt, and assets earmarked for 
fixed asset replacements or additions. 
Administered by VPB&F 
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The University of New Mexico 
Main Campus Expenditures 
2003-04 Budget 
I&G-Formula 
194,614,188 
32.2% 
Plant Fund 
126,263,232 
20.9% 
■ All Main Campus Faculty Salaries Budgeted 
• All Support Services Academic Activities 
tuclent Aid 
59,962,344 
9.9% 
I&G-Other 
19,081,011 
3.1% 
Student Soci 
6,343,755 
1.0% 
esearch 
82,100,055 
13.6% 
Athletics 
21,634,608 
3.6% 
Public Service 
51,052,046 
Int. Svc./ Aux. 8·4 % 
44,202,449 
7.3% 
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Formula I&G Expenditures 
Main Campus only Base Budget 
The University of New Mexico FY 2003-04 
Salaries and Benefits $170.1 M 
Utilities and Insurance 8.9M 
Other Expenses 15.6 M 
Total $194.6 M 
A ten percent compensation increase would be $17.0 M 
% of Total 
87.4 
4.6 
8.0 
100.0 
(.}) 
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The University of New Mexico 
Base Description FTE's 
VP B&F 514 
Provost 2,251 
CIRT Portion 174 
President 38 
VP Student Affairs 252 
VP Institutional Adv 46 
Schedule of Formula I&G 
Main Campus only Base Budget 
FY 2003-04 
Salaries/ 
Fringes 
24,756,924 
121,649,473 
8,455,091 
2,525,144 
10,098,693 
2,637,328 
General 
Exgenses 
13,015,901 
7,507,120 
2,037,494 
291,647 
1,271,787 
367,586 
Total 
37,772,825 
129,156,593 
10,492,585 
2,816,791 
11,370,480 
3,004,914 
.%. 
19.4% 
66.4°/o 
5.4% 
1.4% 
5.8% 
1.5% 
Total Main Campus 3,275 170,122,653 24,491,535 194,614,188 100.0% 
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The University of New Mexico 
President: 
Examples of Programs Under 
President and Vice Presidents 
• Equal Opportunity 
• University Counsel 
• Audit Department 
Provost: 
• College of Arts & Sciences 
• SchoolofManagement 
• College of Education 
• Library 
• CIRT 
I 
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Q 
The University of New Mexico 
Student Affairs: 
• Police 
• Financial Aid 
• Admissions 
Advancement: 
Examples of Programs Under 
President and Vice Presidents 
• Development Office 
• Public Affairs 
• Alumni Relations 
.1'::. 
I I The University of New Mexico 
Examples of Programs Under 
President and Vice Presidents 
Business and Finance: 
• Human Resources 
• Controller 
• Physical Plant 
~ 
~ 
Budget Presentation for Board 
of Regents August 12, 2003 
✓ I. Budget Tilllelines and Establishing Priorities 
✓ II. Con1ponents of UNM Budget 
III. Metrics to Consider 
IV. Reallocation Options 
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The University of New Mexico 
Comparison of UNM to 
Peer Institutions 
100% of Peer Mean (Most Current Data Available) 
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l&G Exp/FIE Faculty Salaries Admin Costs as Resident T/F 
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The University of New Mexico 
Compensation Increases 
1989-90 to 2003-04 
Cumulative 0/o Increase: 
Legislative Funding 
UNM Actual Increases 
Sources of Funding 
•Tuition 
•New Formula Funding 
• Reallocation 
42.3°/o 
56.9°/o 
t:.. 
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The University of New Mexico 
Legislative Funding 
Inflation for Non-Salary 
Components 
1986-2001 
0% 
Higher Education Price Index + 57.3% 
Sources of Funding 
■ IDC $'s 
■ Vacant positions 
~ 
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Budget Presentation for Board 
of Regents August 12 .. 2003 
✓ I. Budget Tilllelines and Establishing Priorities 
✓ II. Colllponents of UNM Budget 
✓ III. Metrics to Consider 
IV. Reallocation Options 
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Illustrative Reallocation Options 
The University of New Mexico 10% Compensation Increase Cost $17.0 M 
• Reclaim Vacant Positions 
• Cut Budget Across Board 
• Cuts Based on Program Elimination 
..f )--------- 5 I z;.g • I 
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The University of New Mexico Overarching Considerations 
• Effect on Student Enrollment 
• Effect on Funding (Formula and Other) 
• Effect on Public or Legislative Support for UNM 
• Declaration of Financial Exigency 
+:-
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The University of New Mexico Reclaim Vacant Positions 
Pros: 
• no layoffs 
• relatively easily administered 
Cons: 
• uneven across university 
• not strategic 
• reduces flexibility in operating expenses 
• cannot hire new faculty and staff 
• must allow for emergencies 
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The University of New Mexico 
Faculty 
Budgeted 
Actual 
Difference 
% Variance 
Staff/Other 
Budgeted 
Actual 
Difference 
% Variance 
Total Salaries 
Budgeted 
Actual 
Difference 
% Variance 
University of New Mexico 
Budgeted vs. Actual Salaries 
Unrestricted Instruction & General 
3 YR AVG 
$60,375,199 
56,800,356 
3,574,843 
5.92% 
$57,157,332 
54,774,710 
2,382,622 
4.17% 
$117,532,531 
111,575,067 
5,957,465 
5.07°/4 
•% Compensation Iner. 3.5% 
•¾Cuttol&G 3.1% 
°' -
I I The University of New Mexico Cut Budget Across Board 
Pros: 
• even across all areas 
• causes re-evaluation of individual programs 
Cons: 
• not strategic 
• pinches already tight budgets 
• penalizes small units 
• cannot do without cutting positions or materials & service 
V\ 
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Options in Cutting Budget 
The University of New Mexico 
10% increase in compensation would require $1 7M 
•Cut Compensation only 
10% reduction of positions would be 327 positions 
•Cut Expenses only 
$17M would reduce expenses by 69.4% 
•Cut Total budget proportionately 
8. 7% compensation reduction-285 positions 
8.7% expenses reduction-$2M 
I 
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The University of New Mexico 
\ I Pros: 
Cuts Based on Strategic 
Initiatives 
• based on priorities of the University 
• in theory would fund important priorities better 
• would eliminate activities not central to our mission 
Cons: 
• difficult choices 
• requires consultative campus initiatives 
• declaration of financial exigency 
~ 
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Conclusion 
The University of New Mexico There Are No Easy Answers 
REALLOCATION 
•Not possible without eliminating FTE's 
•Requires careful and collaborative planning and execution 
•Unintended consequences can be hard to predict/control 
OTHER OPTIONS 
•Obtain legislative funding, recognizing the "Research" mission of UNM 
•Enhance fund-raising ( e.g. increase number of endowed chairs) 
°' ~
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The University of New ·Mexico 
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Faculty Senate Attendance 8/26/03 57 
p-present; e-excused; u-unexcused; r-rep in attendance 
Full Name Department 8/26 9/23 Full Name Department 8/26 9/23 
Plamen Chemical & Nuclear p Nancy Lough Atanassov Engr Physical Perf & Dev 
p 
Bopanna Speech & Hearing p Richard Meyer Language Lit & Socio p Ballachanda Sciences Studies 
Toni Black Valencia Campus p Anita English p Obermeier 
Sever Gen Lib-Collect & p Robert Orlando Biochemistry & 
Bordeianu Tech Molecular 8101 
p 
William Bramble Ed Leadership & Org p Allen Parkman ASM p Lrng 
Sherri Burr School of Law p Stephen Ed Leadership & Org p 
l Preskill Learning 
Beverly Burris Sociology p JC_ Roberta Rehm Nursing A 
Gregory Cajete Language Lit & Socio p l Mario Rivera Public Administration A -
~lL Richard Carr Health Science Susan English p 1 Library Romano ---
Amanda Cobb American Studies p Jr- Linda Romero Family & Community p 
Laurence Cole 
Obstetrics & p J[ John Scariano Pathology p Gynecology 
Teresa Cordova 
Architecture & E l[ Kerrie Seeger Family & Comm p Planning Medicine 
Frances Craig Emergency Medicine A-,c Yu-Lin Shen Mechanical Engr p 
Richard Cripps Biology p j[ Virginia lndiv Fam & Comm p Shipman Education 
Dennis Davies- Los Alamos Campus p IL Christopher Electrical & Comp p Wilson Smith Enginnering 
Edward University College p I Quincy Spurlin Educational p Desantis Specialties 
Ivan Deutsch Physics & Astronomy p L_ Pauline Turner lndiv Fam & Comm p Education 
Gregory Political Science A Carolyn Voss Internal Medicine A 
Gleason 
'- '--
Pediatrics p L Thomas Sociology p Nancy Greger Wadsworth 
Gireesh 
Gupchup 
1College of Pharmacy p 1= James Wallace Neurosciences A 
Martha Occup Therapy Grad A I Paula Watt Gallup Campus p Hartgraves Pgm 
Frederick Internal Medicine p IL- Sandra Whisler Pediatrics A Hashimoto 
Judith Hendry 
Communication & A Tom White 
Family & Comm p 
Journalism Medicine 
Nikki Katalanos 
Family & Comm 
Medicine 
p Michael Wilson Neu rosciences p 
Gordon Theatre & Dance A Stuart Winter Pediatrics A 
Kennedy 
Gallup A 
Hugh English p Floyd Kezele Witemeyer 
Barry Kues 
Earth & Planetary p Richard Wood Sociology p 
Sciences 
Robert Leonard Anthropology p Melvin Yazawa History 
p 
Byron Lindsey 
1
jForeign Langs & Lit \Ip ILJ Meggan _J Obstetrics & 
~ _ ~ --=~==== LJ Zsemlye Gynecology 
Carla Loiacan~~ental Hygiene Ju□L__ -] 
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